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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a machine learning approach to
extract subject-predicate-object triplets from English
sentences. SVM is used to train a model on human
annotated triplets, and the features are computed from
three parsers.
1.

INTRODUCTION

As described in [1][2][3] a triplet is a representation of a
subject-verb-object relation in a sentence, where the verb is
the relation. In [3] triplet extraction methods based on
heuristic rules have been described. In this paper a machine
learning approach using SVM is tried. The data comes from
triplet annotations made by linguists on the Reuters news
article corpus. First the triplet extraction method using SVM
is presented, then the evaluation method and the results, and
finally the conclusions are drawn.
2.

EXTRACTION METHOD

In this section the triplet extraction method using SVM will
be explained. First we assume that a model is available and
we explain how triplets are extracted from a sentence using
that model, and then the method for training the model will
be explained.
The triplet extraction process is depicted in Figure 1. The
input is a sentence, ‘The increase will cover all kinds of
wheat including durum and milling wheat.’, in our example.
The sentence is tokenized and then the stop words and
punctuation (which are grayed out in the picture) are
removed. This gives us a list of the important tokens in the
sentence, [increase, cover, kinds, wheat, including, durum,
wheat]. The next step is to get all possible ordered
combinations of three tokens from the list. In our case, as
there are 8 tokens, we obtain 336 8 · 7 · 6 such
combinations, but due to lack of space only 8 of them are
shown in the picture. In what follows we shall call these
combinations triplet candidates. From now on the problem
is seen as a binary classification problem where the triplet

candidates must be classified as positive or as negative. The
SVM model assigns a positive score to those candidates
which should be extracted as triplets, and a negative score to
the others. The higher the positive score, the ‘surer’ it is that
the triplet candidate is in fact a correct triplet. On the right
side of the image in Figure 1eight triplet candidates ordered
descending based on their classification scores are shown.
The negative ones are grayed out. From the positive ones the
resulting triplet is formed. It can be seen that for all
positively classified candidates the subject is increase and
the verb is cover, so the first two elements of the triplet are
settled. As opposed to the subject and the verb, the objects
are different among the positively classified triplet
candidates. In such cases an attempt to merge the different
triplet elements (in this case objects) is made. The merging
is done in such a way that if two or more words are
consecutive in the list of important tokens, then they are
merged. In our example it was possible to merge all different
objects into a single one, and the triplet (The increase, will
cover, all kinds of wheat including durum and milling
wheat) was obtained. The tokens which were obtained from
the positive triplet candidates are underlined. Where merges
have been done (in the object) the tokens are connected by
the stop words from the original sentence. In all cases before
the leftmost token all the stop words which come before it in
the original sentence are included. Of course, in the merging
method described above, it will not always be possible to
merge all tokens into a single set. In this case several triplets
(one for each of the three sets) will be obtained. An
important note which has to be made is that in practice in the
classification described above there are many false positives,
so it does not work to take them all for the resulting triplets.
Instead only the top few from the descending ordered list of
triplet candidates are taken (more on how many is in the
section describing the results)
3.

TRAINING OF THE SVM MODEL

In the previous section describing the triplet extraction
method it was assumed that an SVM model is available.
Here the training of that model and the features taken into
account in the classification of the triplet candidates are
presented.

Figure 1 Triplet Extraction Process
The training data comes from human annotated triplets from
the Reuters news article corpus. To train the model, from
each sentence the triplet candidates are obtained and over
300 features are computed for them. The features can be
grouped into the following categories:
−
−
−
−
−

Features depending on the sentence (e.g. length of
the sentence, number of stop words etc)
Features depending on the triplet candidate (e.g.
subject, verb and object candidate words, order,
subject-verb token distance, context of verb, etc.)
Features depending on the Treebank parse tree of
the sentence (e.g. depth of tree, depth of subject,
part of speech of the candidate elements)
Features depending on the Linkage of the sentence
obtained by LinkParser (e.g. number of link types,
number of left links from the object etc.)
Features obtained by the Minipar dependency
parse tree of the sentence (e.g. diameter of the
subject subtree, category and relation of the uncle
of the verb etc.)

The top twenty features in a ranking obtained by
information gain are shown below:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

verb candidate word
verb left context word0
verb right context word0
verb left context word1
verb right context word1
subject candidate word
subj right context word0
subj right context word1
object candidate word
last 2 characters of verb

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

subj left context word1
is the candidate ordered?
subj left context word0
obj left context word1
obj left context word0
obj right context word1
subj-verb distance
obj right context word0
average word length
subj-obj distance

A triplet candidate is labeled positive if its subject token is a
substring of a human annotated triple in its sentence, and if
both its verb and its object are substrings of the verb and of
the object of that triplet.

4.

EVALUATIO
ON METHOD
D

For evaluation a way of compaaring triplets is
i needed. To
a identical would
w
penalize
just check whetheer two triplets are
too much those triplets
t
which are almost coorrect. This is
y we define a trriplet similarityy measure.
why

Figuree 2 Triplet Sim
milarity Measure

set of 1000 sentences, a precision of 38.6% and a precision
p
of 46.80
0% have beenn obtained. Thhe tables in Figure
F
5
show ho
ow the precission and the recall vary when
w
the
training set size and thhe top proportio
on of triplet caandidates
selected as positives are changed. It is apparentt that an
d training set size has a positive effect on both
increased
precisionn and recall.. A higher proportion of triplet
candidatees selected ass positives increases the reecall but
deterioraates the precisioon. We can conclude that it is
i a good
comprom
mise to select thhe top 1% of the
t triplet canddidates as
positivess.
Other argguments in favvor of choosing the top few from the
ordered list
l of triplet caandidates are shown
s
in the histogram
h
in Figurre 3 showingg how many true positivee triplet
candidatees are on each position in thee ordered list. It can be
seen thatt all are in the ttop 10% in, annd the vast majjority are
in the top
p 2%.

To compute the similarity between two tripletts, the subject,,
b, and the obbject similaritties are compputed and thee
verb
num
mbers are averaged. All sim
milarities are real numberss
betw
ween 0 and 1, where 1 meaans identity annd 0 means noo
overrlap at all. Because the simiilarity is betweeen 0 and 1 itt
can be seen as a percentage. As all three elemeents of a triplett
m
is useed to computee
are strings, a strinng similarity measure
h of the subjecct, verb and objject similarity measures. Thee
each
similarity between
n two strings is
i obtained by tokenizing ann
moving the stopp words from each
e
of them th
hus obtaining a
rem
colllection of tokeens for each off the strings. Then
T
we countt
how
w many tokens appear in botth collections and
a divide thiss
num
mber by the num
mber of tokenss in the larger collection.
c
Havving defined thhe triplet simillarity, we can now comparee
the triplets extraccted with the triplets annotaated. For eachh
senttence we have the set of exttracted triplets and the set off
annotated triplets. We computee the similarityy between thee
mbers over alll
corrresponding tripplets and aveerage the num
senttences. The corresponding triplet of a tripleet is the triplett
in th
he other set wh
hich is most similar to it. In one
o of the twoo
tripllet sets (depennding on the direction
d
of coomparison) wee
can have triplets which
w
have on
ne, more or no correspondingg
tripllets. In the oth
her set each trriplet will havve exactly onee
corrresponding tripplet. We can either
e
comparee the extractedd
tripllets to the annnotated ones orr the annotatedd triplets to thee
extrracted ones. If
I we do thee first thing we see whatt
prop
portion of thee extracted trriplets were annotated
a
(aree
corrrect), and we shall
s
consider this
t proportionn the precision
n
of the system. If we
w compare thhe other way round
r
then wee
see what proportion of the annootated (correctt) triplets havee
been
n extracted. We
W shall considder this propo
ortion showingg
the recall of the syystem.
5.

RESULTS

App
plying the methhods described
d previously ussing a training
set of human anno
otated triplets of 700 sentencces and a test

Figure 3 Histogram of the position
ns of the true positives
p
in the list off ordered tripllet candidates

Figurre 4 Scaled RO
OC curve of th
he triplet cand
didates

R
curve with
w
the horizoontal axis
Figure 4 shows the ROC
scaled upp 10 times. Wee can see from it that by seleccting

slows doown the executtion is that alll ordered combbinations
of three tokens are coonsidered as trriplet candidattes. This
number increases expponentially wiith the lengthh of the
sentence. For the futurre the followinng improvemennts could
be made:
−
Figu
ure 6 Influencce of training set size and toop proportion
selecction on precission and recalll
uch a way thatt 5% of the neggative instancees are includedd
in su
in th
he selection wee catch close too 100% of the positives.
p
It is
i interesting to see how the different feature typess
influ
uence the perfformance. In Figure
F
6 the firrst pair of barss
is the result off random selection of po
ositive triplett
cand
didates. The second show
ws the results obtained byy
evalluating the tripplets extracted bay heuristic rules
r
using thee
OpeenNLP parser [3]. In the thirrd bar pair thee results of thee
macchine learning approach is shown,
s
but onnly taking intoo
acco
ount features which give part
p
of speechh and contextt
info
ormation. In the next bars the perform
mance figuress
obtaained by addding the feattures from diffent
d
parserss
incrrementally are shown. It cann be seen thet by taking intoo

−

−

7.

del which will say for a
Building a proobabilistic mod
triplet candidaate what is the probability of it being a
triplet. This w
would help beecause as it iss now we
always select a top ranked proportion, saay 5%, on
the other handd if we would take
t
those canddidates as
triplets whichh have probab
bility more thhan 95%
maybe more aand maybe lesss than a fixedd top rank
would be sellected. We would
w
not asssume any
connection beetween the lenggth of the senttence and
the number off triplets.
Solving the cclassification problem
p
in two phases.
First for eachh word in thhe sentence we
w would
compute by a probabilistic model how liikely it is
that the wordd is a subject, a verb and an
a object.
Having these 3 probabilities for every word we
t
candidaates where thee subject,
would build triplet
the verb and the object arre correct witth a high
a exhaustive search of
probability, thhus avoiding an
all combinattions. This would
w
much decrease
execution timee.
Computing onnly the most relevant
r
featurres in the
classification process
p
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